TEA IN GERMANY

TEA IN FRANCE

TEA IN RUSSIA

T E A I N A M E R I CA

Germany is not known as a great tea drinking nation but during
the 18th century, it became one of the most important European
producers of teawares. In 1708, the secret of porcelain production
was finally understood, a discovery which is credited to the alchemist
Johann Friedrich Böttger. This enabled the Meissen porcelain
manufactory to produce ceramic teawares that rivalled those
imported from China and Japan. They became extremely desirable
amongst tea drinkers across Europe.

Tea became fashionable in France in the second half of the 17th
century, where it was seen to possess medicinal qualities. However
due to the precarious financial circumstances of the French East
India Company, the drink remained an expensive luxury which was
adopted by the fashion-conscious upper class.

In Russia, the business of tea drinking (chaepitie) is taken very
seriously. The drink is valued for its ability to help counter the cold
climate and is an important part of family time and hospitality in
the home. In fact, tea is so popular in Russia that, like vodka, it’s
regarded as a national drink.

Tea was introduced to America in the late-17th century by European
colonists who wished to emulate the drinking habits of their
homelands. Tea became popular but it was heavily taxed and
controlled by the British, leading to revolutionary revolts that fed
into the American War of Independence.

THE ART
OF TEA
DISCOVER THE HISTORY OF THE
WO R L D’S FAVO U R I T E D R I N K

Monkey teapot, Meissen porcelain
factory, J.J. Kändler (modeller),
Germany, ca. 1735

This monkey shaped teapot is an example of Meissen’s more
eccentric designs. It was modelled ca. 1735 by J.J. Kändler,
who is famed for creating large porcelain models of birds and animals
for the palace of Augustus the Strong, King of Poland and Elector
of Saxony, who was a great porcelain enthusiast and supporter
of the Meissen factory.
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Teapot, Jean-Baptiste Claude Odiot,
France, ca. 1815–1819

Such was the fashion for tea in France that Napoléon Bonaparte
exclaimed in a famous letter to his wife, Empress Josephine, ‘I cannot
have a cup of tea without cursing the glory and the ambition that
separates me from the soul of my life.’ Napoléon commissioned
many elaborate tea sets and often gave them as gifts. This silver-gilt
teapot is part of a larger set that was owned by Napoléon’s secretary
of state Hugues Bernard Maret, the Duc de Bassano. An identical
teapot belonged to Napoléon himself.

Teapot, Samuel Minott,
Boston, ca. 1750-60
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Samovar, A.W.W, Moscow,
Russia, 1879

EXHIBITION HIGHLIGHTS

Of central importance to the Russian tea ceremony is the samovar.
Tea is allowed to steep in the teapot for a very long time, creating
a strong brew (zavarka), before it is diluted in a cup with hot water
from the samovar. Samovars, such as this example, have a chimney
on top of which the teapot is placed to keep it warm.

This silver teapot was made in Boston and bears the arms of John
Marston, who was a member of the Sons of Liberty: an organisation
established to fight the tea taxes imposed by the British. During
the revolt in 1773 known as the Boston Tea Party, revolutionaries
destroyed 314 chests of British tea in Boston harbour, and Marston
assisted them by supplying muskets.
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T H E C H I T R A C O L L E CT I O N

THE ORIGINS OF TEA

TEA COMES TO EUROPE

TEA IN ENGLAND

The Chitra Collection is the world’s finest private collection
of historic teawares. With objects from Europe, Asia and the
Americas spanning over one thousand years of history, it is a unique
celebration of the diversity of tea drinking customs across the globe.

The story of tea and tea drinking begins in China some 5000 years
ago. According to Chinese legend, the mythical Emperor Shen Nong
(r. 2737- 2698 BC) discovered tea when leaves from a tea plant
fell into his cauldron of boiling water. Pleased with his discovery,
the Emperor urged his people to enjoy the revitalising effects of
tea and encouraged its plantation across his lands. From China, tea
eventually spread to Japan where it became the favoured drink of
the Emperor, the aristocracy and Buddhist monks who regarded it as
part of their religious practice.

During the early 17th century, Portuguese and Dutch merchants
began to import Chinese tea to Europe, sparking a craze for tea
drinking amongst the upper classes. Porcelain teawares from
China and Japan were also shipped to Europe alongside tea and
other luxury goods. Because of the long voyage, these commodities
were initially very expensive and considered the height of
fashionable taste.

From 1669, the British East India Company began to import tea
directly to England from China and, by the turn of the 18th century,
tea drinking was established as a hallmark of social distinction and
polite hospitality.

As a tea taster by trade, Mr Nirmal Sethia - the connoisseur behind
the Chitra Collection - is as passionate about creating the finest
teas as he is about reviving the art of tea. Through collecting and
preserving the finest historic teawares, it is his aim to promote
an appreciation of the importance and cultural impact of tea
around the world. Named in honour of his late wife Chitra, this
unique collection is owned by the charitable trust, the N. Sethia
Foundation.
This exhibition at Chiswick House on National Tea Day showcases
some of the finest and most historically significant pieces within the
Chitra Collection, and sheds light on tea culture in China, Japan,
Europe, America and Russia from the 10th to the 21st century. The
exhibition demonstrates the historical significance of tea, as well as
charting the evolution of the design and craftsmanship of teawares.

#chitracollection
www.chitracollection.com
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N . S ET H I A F O U N D AT I O N

The Chitra Collection is owned by the N. Sethia Foundation; a
non-profit, UK-registered charity that supports unique projects
in education, medicine and social welfare around the world. The
Foundation has funded a wide variety of projects, including the
Chitra Sethia Centre for Robotics and Minimal Access Surgery,
the Chitra Sethia Autism Centre in Cambridge and the Sona Devi
Sethia PG Girl’s College.
www.nirmalsethiafoundation.com

N E W BY T E A S

The N. Sethia Foundation substantially owns Newby Teas,
the most awarded international brand in high-end luxury tea.
Visit the Newby Teas stand at National Tea Day to find out more.
www.newbyteas.com

Hare’s fur tea bowl, Jian kilns,
China, Song Dynasty, 960-1279

In Song Dynasty China (A.D. 960–1279) tea was powdered and
whipped with hot water to create a frothy drink. Tea-whisking
contests were fashionable during this period and contestants
favoured dark coloured tea bowls, such as this example, as they
highlighted the white foam.

Teapot, China, Kangxi Period, 16621722. Mounts; The Netherlands, ca. 1720

Asian teawares were often altered by European craftsmen to make
them more suited to Western tastes. This early 18th century Chinese
teapot has been embellished with silver-gilt mounts to add luxury and
rarity. Mounts also helped to mask any breakages that had occurred
during the voyage.

Admiral Nelson’s teapot, R&D Hennell,
London, England, 1799-1802

This small and simple silver teapot belonged to the great hero of the
Battle of Trafalgar (1805), Lord Admiral Nelson. It is engraved with
his initial ‘N’. This type of pot is known as a ‘bachelor teapot’ because
it holds the ideal amount of tea for one person.
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